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Compliance is in 
constant evolution. 
Increasingly complex 
financial crime 
practices, ever evolving 
regulation, result in 
more complex 
solutions. Keeping up 
with this demands
expertise, focus and 
investment
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Opportunities and 

Challenges for 

Banks
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The Bank industry faces huge limitations using traditional 
technologies

Challenges for Banks
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New technologies provide major opportunities to address 
those limitations… 

Challenges for Banks
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…but also, important challenges

Challenges for Banks
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The industry keeps investing at a strong pace

Challenges for Banks
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New Technologies 

use cases in the 

KYC and 

AML/CTF space
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New Technologies use cases in the AML/CTF space
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New Technologies use cases in the AML/CTF space



New Technologies use cases in the AML/CTF space
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Impact in AML 

Operations
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Impact in AML Operations
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The impact of New Technologies on the AML/CTF space
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1
A complex financial industry context

• New financial crime practices and a complex 

geopolitical situation requires immediate and 

innovative actions from banking industry

Operations becomes a key player 

on this digital transformation

• New technologies provide mechanisms to 

address those challenges and multiple 

use cases for the AML/CTF space

• It requires to invest not only in technology 

but also in people, processes and 

become a data-oriented organization

2
Strengthen ties with regulators

• Work closer with regulators to get advisory, 

guidance or exchange feedback, would 

accelerate this digital transformation

3
Protection, protection, protection

• Complex and sophisticated financial crime 

practices require controls to be at the same 

level of sophistication

4
Ensure scalability

• Increase control effectiveness while ensuring 

efficiency is key to ensure new model 

sustainability on the long term 

Key takeaways for the implementation of new technologies on the AML/CTF space



Thank You.

Our purpose is to help people and 

businesses prosper.

Our culture is based on believing 

that everything we do should be:


